R6sume. -L'ktat Fondamental isolant de certains oxydes de metaux de transition est associk B une distorsion cristallographique macroscopique qui double la maille elementaire. Nous montrons que la theorie microscopique (electrons, phonons et leurs interactions) conduit a une transition de phase isolani-metal, et nous discutons certaines proprietks de la phase isolante. Les bords des nouvelles bandes de conduction et de valence ont des densites d'etat anormalement elevees. I1 en rksulte une faible mobilite et des effets polaron dans la phase isolante ou semi-conductrice. La pression et les deformations deplacent la tempkature critique et changent la nature de la transition.
We treat several aspects of a soluble model which exhibits an insulator-metal phase transition, polaron effects, low mobility, and a tendency toward superconductivity. This model has several features of certain nonmagnetic transition-series oxides [I, 21 . Unlike the Hubbard model [3, 41, the present model has no significant magnetic properties, so that it is only applicable to non-magnetic oxides. Based a t it is on the electron-phonon interaction, we believe this model to apply when the effective coupling parameter g 2 / h o exceeds the Coulomb parameter U by a sufficient amount so that qualitativelyit is legitimate to ignore U. Otherwise, the Hubbard model is applicable and one obtains antiferromagnetic ordering in the grouhd state. In the present model, the ground-state insulating phase is associated with finite crystallographic distortion whereby the unit cell is doubled. The bands then split and what might have been mistaken for a metal with a half-filled band becomes an insulator. Moreover, the density of states near the band edges becomes anomalously large, resulting in surprising thermodynamic and transport properties.
We shall later show that the details of the metalinsulator phase transition depend sensitively on band structure. We have previously reported on some preliminary aspects of this model [5] , the results of several months' close collaboration between Dr. William D.
Langer and the present author. In this communication, we repeat part of this material (for which calculated curves will be found in ref.
[5]) and introducesomenew developments.
At first, we assume a highly symmetric sc or bcc band structure. We start with + h o 1 a: a , + gN-' C ( a , + a?,) c,*+,,, ck,,
The subscript m refers to the spin of the electron, the momentum subscripts are understood to belong to a (*) Supported by a grant of thc United State Air Force O@ce of Scientific Research No AFOSR 69-1642. set of N vectors in a three-dimensional Brillouin zone. The first term is the energy of Bloch-state electrons [i. e., for tight binding in a simple-cubic structure W &k = --3 (COS k, + cos ky + cos k J and n,,, is the number operator]. The second term is the repulsive interaction between pairs of electrons on the same site, treated in a previous paper. The phonons (creation and destruction operators a" and a ) are assumed to have an Einstein spectrum. In the fourth term, electrons are scattered from k to k + q by an appropriate phonon.
We adjust particle number by means of chemical potential p.
With sufficiently weak Coulomb repulsion this Hamiltonian might be expected to have a superconducting ground state and a metallic high-temperature phase. But in some crystal structures (sc or bcc with tightbinding structures) a dominant phonon mode affects the lattice, causing a gap in the electronic density of states, and unusual insulating properties. (Some superconducting features will also be found.) In sc and bcc II lattices, the vector Q = _+ (1, 1, I), where a = lat-U tice spacing, has the property that 2 Q is a vector in the reciprocal lattice, and that Q itself splits the Brillouin
we can take E < 0 in the first zone and E > 0 in the second. For a half-filled band, the Fermi level lies at E = 0. Thus, in crystals with the above mentioned symmetries the phonon mode Q plays a potentially important role and must be singled out. We write
We study the insulating state inherent in X, and in which g r g2/Ao -U and p* fp2 + A2)% for a more than half-filled band and = -(p2 + A2)' for a less than half-filled band, with p* = 0 for a precisely half-filled band. Setting f ( x ) = (I + exppx)-', we construct the free energy F for 3C,, N A~
and solve for A 2 by minimizing F with respect to A' . Replacing summations by integrations over the density of states of the appropriate band structure, p(e), the equation for the insulating gap can be written
(7a) where 2 w = bandwidth. From F we also derive the electron density n :
Before deciding that the nonmagnetic insulator described by these equations is the thermodynamically stable state, it is necessary to compare with two other candidate states : (A) Superconductor, and (B) Antiferromagnetic insulator. In reference [5], Figure I , we show why (A) is eliminated. In reference [4] the Hartree-Fock approximation to the free energy of the A F state is obtained, let us denote it FHF(U). One can readily derive the following relation Hence the nonmagnetic state persists in the range 0 < U < 2 g2/Ao. For U exceeding 2 g2/fro, the A F state lies lower and the phonons lose all their importance.
In the important exemple of a half-filled band (ii = 1, p* = 0), we evaluate these expressions for n = 1 using a square density of states @ = 4 w) an approximation which we have found, by comparison with exact computer calculations, to be very accurate for the parameters of interest to us in the sc structure.
Labeling the insulator parameters by I, we find A , = w/sinh (w/2 g) and
kT, = 0.57 A,
and the change in ground-state energy (6F at T = 0)
and T, is the nominal metal-insulator critical temperature.
Next we query, what is the maximum deviation from a half-filled band for which we still have a nonvanishing x in the ground state ? Clearly there is a critical density 2, beyond which the ground state is a metal or superconductor, but not an insulator. In reference [S] , we plot fi, as a function of g in figure 2a , as well as A, us. n for = 0.1, figure 2b. This figure shows that for this choice of g, the insulating phase ceases to exist when the deviation from a half-filled band exceeds 5 0/,.
We now assume that n is within this range, but not precisely equal to 1, so that the ground state is that of a degenerate semiconductor. We shall now calculate the superconducting properties of such a semiconductor, assuming U = 0. It is necessary to apply the canonical (16) The factor p/A1 from the insulator decreases the effective Rw but greatly enhances the exponential factors so that T, could be unusually high. We have assumed U = 0 for this calculation.
We have also studied the order of the metal-insulator thermodynamic phase transition in our model [5] .
(Experimentally it isjrst order in most materials which exhibit this phenomenon, with the gap jumping from zero to a finite value at TI, with a jump in conductivity of as much as six orders of magnitude. However in exceptional cases, such as Ti20,, it appears to be second order.) As it stands the transition in our model is second order, with A, going smoothly to zero at TI. We have also studied many additional mechanisms and have found that most of the plausible mechanisms preserve the second-order transition, even when they have nontrivial effects on A,, TI, etc. However, there is an exceptional mechanismi. e., the effect of nextnearest-neighbor overlap on the band structurewhich is sufficient to explain the experimental facts. To show this, let us assume the following simplified band structure :
where BEcos 2 k,, hence and < Se(k) >, = 0 (18) where < >, stands for an average taken over a surface eSC(k) = const. For a half-filled band p* = 0 once more, and replacing (7) we have
If the function 16sk is replaced by a step function _f 1 the angular averages can be performed exactly and numerical evaluation of (19) for 2 = 0.1 yields a discontinuous phase transition for 1 in the range 0.05 < 1112 w I c 0.1.
For smaller 1 A I the transition is second order. When I 1 I increases TI decreases, until for 1 112 w 1 2 0.1 the insulating phase ceases to exist even at T = 0. These effects are expected to depend on the magnitude of 2.
The effects of band structure on AI(T) are shown in figure [3] of reference [5] .
We conclude that effects of pressure and strain on TI can be explained by the strain dependence of the band structure (i. e., the cr mix D of next-nearest-neighbor overlap which depends sensitively on lattice parameter) rather than by the effects of strain on the absolute or relative magnitudes of g, Rw, 2 w = band width, or U.
We have calculated the effects on TI of varying 1, as shown in the accompanying figure 1. We may imagine a value 1, at p = 0, and a constant of proportionally b which can be positive or negative, depending upon whether the application of pressure reduces or increases I , in the equation :
This figure then provides a predicted plot of T, vsp, if there exists some independent means of determining b. Note that for 1 5 0.05 the transition is secondorder, becoming first-order (the gap dropping suddenly to zero at TI from a substantial fraction of its T = 0 value) for .05 < 1 112 w I < 0.085. The precise ranges of 1 depend on the coupling constant g, which is here assumed to be 0.1 (Entirely similar results apply for the antiferromagnet of ref. [4] ).
We have some new results on the effect of impurities in this model, notably the manner in which they break the symmetry between empty and full bands, as will be reported at the forthcoming Cannes conference [8] . We can also easily obtain the average )> effective-mass parameter, in which the average is taken over an equienergetic surface E . This average mass is of course substantially simpler to visualize than the highly anisotropic effective mass tensor. Taking a s. c. band structure This can be very small ; thus, even though the d-bands A plot of m* is given in accompanying figure 2. are narrow (w is small) the observable mass (at E = 0)
The author thanks Dr. W. D. Langer for many can be comparable to, or even smaller than the free fruitful discussions.
